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[Nelly] (P. Diddy) 
We do it for fun We just do it for fun Dirty E.A.T We do it
for fun Bad Boy (Nelly, Diddy, Murphy Lee) We do it for
fun (This is history baby) Bend them trucks We do it for
fun (haha) Stack them bucks We do it for fun (Come on
now) And the band played on (yea) Just like (I believe
you cool to this) We do it for fun If you see me ma We
do it for fun 

[P. Diddy] 
Bad Boys 2, the soundtrack Let's Go 

[Verse 1: Nelly] (P. Diddy) 
Hey girl What your name is? Where you from? Turn
around who you came with? Is that your ass or your
momma have reindeer? I can't explain it but damn sure
glad you came here I'm still a sucker for cornrolls, you
know I never changed that (nah uh) Your body is
banging mamma, but where your brains at? (Come on)
I'm still the same cat when I was young I was running
with bad boys But now I'm older hope they saw I'm
running with bad boys (that's right) Here come another
man Unlike no other man Candy coated whoa!
Switching in every lane Ya'll help me Why don't cha
Please help me A thug is we then it's only two G I like
the cocky bow legged ones Like white and Dominicans
Hispanics and Asians Shake it for Nelly son Manolos
Ma-no-no's I can't tell Everybody and their hootchies
When you do it do it well 

{*Braves tomahawk chop done in background of
Chorus*} 

[Chorus] 
[Nelly]
Let me see you take it off [P. D.] 
Girl go and take it off [Nelly] 
We can even do it slow [P. D.] 
We can even do it slow [Nelly] 
Take it where you want to go [P. D.] 
Take it where you want to go [Nelly] 
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Just take that ass to the floor [P. D.] 
Pop something move something Shake ya tail feather,
girl go and take it low [Nelly] 
We can even do it slow [P. D.] 
We can even do it slow [Nelly] 
Take it where you want to go [P. D.]
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